
CUSTOMER INFO:                                              Invoice #_____________ 

Name ___________________________________ Phone _________________________

Address _________________________________  Email _________________________

City/State ________________________________ Resale #________________________

Cr Card  # ___________________________ Exp. Date ______ Cvv______  Zip Code _________

Item # of Pieces      Description Price Each $         Total $ Item   # of Pieces     Description             Price Each $            Total $

1      ________   ___________  ________      _________ 4   ________   ___________       ________        _________

2      ________   ___________  ________      _________ 5   ________   ___________       ________        _________

3      ________   ___________  ________      _________ 6   ________   ___________       ________        _________

Photo/Artwork Photo Paper Acrylic finish Backing Frame on Back Acrylic Thickness

Submitting Gloss Gloss None None 1/16"
Metallic Non Glare PVC Aluminum 1/8"

Submitting  ________  ________ Wood 3/16"
White  ________ 1/4"

 ________ Black  ________
Pure Aluminum
 ________

*Notes/Extras/Special Instructions:

For clients submitting their own photos- all work is done in a clean professional environment with great care. Due to the nature of the process,  there is
always the off chance that an acrylic sheet could have an unforeseen flaw etc. or that the glue roll could have some flaw that cannot be seen ahead of
time. On these very rare occasions, the print may be lost and have to be resubmitted. The photo replacement is the clients responsibility. If using a one
of a kind photo,  the suggestion is to have a copy made to ensure that it is not lost. If the flaw is in the photo, it is the clients responsibility to check it
before giving it to us to mount. If you submit a photo on photo paper other than glossy or metallic, we will not be held responsible for silvering that
occurs.  It is our job to mount your print, not to manage what you bring in to be mounted. Client acknowledges photos submitted are free of any
copyright obligations and will not hold Best Acrylic Mounting responsible for any resulting copyright infringement claims. If you are submitting a file
for us to process, best would be in JPEG format with RGB color space. File cannot be indexed or in CMYK color. 

Whether the client is submitting their own photo or files for us to print-  in either case the final product will have a loss of image size from 1/8" - 1/4"
in the end. Do to the nature of this process,  one can't pop in a size of 8" x 10" in a machine and out pops a perfect 8" x 10 " size. We always have to
have leeway for 1/4 inch measurement plus or minus for the final product.  As it is,  we always try to leave as much of the image as is possible so we
don't disturb the artists work. In conclusion, if one sends in an image 8 1/2"  x 10 1/2",  the final product may come out to be 8 1/4" x  10 3/16" etc. If
one absolutely Has to have an exact exact size measurement,  then we will have to charge a premium,  as it is very time consuming and laborious to
micro manage it to that degree.

Standard turnaround time is 7 business days. We usually have the job sooner, rush orders are possible and are subject to additional charges. A 50%
deposit is due with submission of order, balance due upon completion. By signing below, client authorizes credit card to be charged  and acknowledges
that they have read, understood, and agree to  these these terms for this and all future orders.

Customer Signature           _____________________________________                                   Date        ______________________
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total # of pieces          __________________           *Extras          $ __________________           Grand Total                $ __________________

Total sq ft                    __________________           Total              $ __________________           Deposit  _________   $ __________________

Price per Sq Ft          $ __________________           Tax                $ __________________           Balance due                $ __________________

Product total             $ __________________           Shipping        $ __________________           ______________________________________

To be filled out by Best Acrylic Mounting

Best Acrylic Mounting
4547 Powerline Road

Oakland Park, FL 33309
954 604 2504

www.bestacrylicmounting.com
Email: info@bestacrylicmounting.com

INVOICE  and/or  QUOTE FORM
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